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DORAEMON
BRAND NEW EPISODES!
SATURDAYS AT 1.35PM, JULY 15 – SEPTEMBER 16
Noby's life is changed forever the day that Doraemon – a "cat-shaped robot" from the 22nd century
– pops out of a time portal in Noby's top desk drawer. Doraemon has been sent back in time by
Noby's great-great grandson, Soby, to change Noby's legendary tragic life for the better. Together
they go on adventures using secret gadgets from Doraemon's 4th dimensional secret gadget pocket.
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BE COOL SCOOBY DOO
BRAND NEW EPISODES
WEEKDAYS AT 4:30PM, MONDAY JULY 17 – JULY 31
The Scooby gang is back in a modern comedic twist on the beloved classic. High School is over and
the gang has one last summer to live it up. They're on the road in the Mystery Machine, chasing fun
and adventure. But monsters and mayhem keep getting in the way. This time, the gang is working as
hard to solve their personal problems as they are to solve the endless, mind-bending mysteries that
await them. So grab your Scooby snacks and get ready to have a blast… unless you're a bad guy in a
monster suit with an over-complicated scheme!
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MY KNIGHT AND ME
BRAND NEW EPISODES!
WEEKENDS AT 9:25AM, SATURDAY JULY 15 – SUNDAY AUGUST 27
My Knight And Me stars loyal, street-smart Jimmy the Squire; his best friend fun, daring Cat the
Princess and his father Henri of Orange, a charmingly inept but passionately chivalrous knight who
might not be the most efficient protector of the realm but he sure is the funniest! Together, this
knightly trio set out to make the Dark Ages a little lighter…and a whole lot more fun!
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ALPHA AND THE OMEGA BIG FUREEZE
MOVIE PREMIERE
11AM ON SATURDAY JULY 8
Join everyone's favourite alpha and omega wolves for a heartwarming holiday adventure! When
Kate and Humphrey get lost in the woods and fail to appear for the holidays, their wolf pups –
Stinky, Claudette, and Runt – take matters into their own paws and venture out into a blizzard to
rescue them. Joined by Brent the sleepy bear cub and Agnes the feisty porcupine, the pups prove
that neither blinding snow, nor rival wolves, and hungry bears will keep them from spending the
holidays together as a family.
For more information and images, please contact Tina Petrovski at
tina@catapultcomms.com or +61 403 322 607.

